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Never a dull moment

September is traditionally one of the most 
important conference months, as second 
quarter reporting is largely complete and 
third quarter reporting has not yet 
started. We attended the 19th annual 
Goldman Sachs European Medtech and 
HC Services Conference 2022, held in 
London on September 7-8, again in a 
physical setting. While we remain mindful 
of all the sector headwinds, we left the 
conference more convinced that there are 
selectively attractive investment 
opportunities at current levels.  

Given the recently announced management changes at 
several European Medtech companies (e.g., Philips, 
Fresenius SE, Fresenius Medical and Ambu), the conference 
was much more Tools & Diagnostics focused. 
Medtech has been considered relatively recession-resistant 
in the past, but has massively underperformed so far this 
year. One of our biggest concerns in early summer was that 
the cost inflation dynamics were not correctly reflected in 
guidance and consensus numbers. We think that with 
second quarter reporting the base has been correctly set. 
The debate has shifted now more to the demand side. It was 
encouraging to hear that several of the presenting 
companies still see robust demand and therefore little 
impact on revenues from the current uncertain 
macroeconomic environment. 
Also, of interest were several comments that the COVID-19 
pandemic may have permanently increased the underlying 
diagnostic growth rates for a variety of reasons.  
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The cost side 

Like other sectors, Medtech faces a variety of different challenges, including labor 
and material shortages (chips), cost inflation (raw materials, wages, freight costs and 
energy especially in Europe) and supply chain disruptions. It appears that in the 
meantime, companies have learned to better deal with these headwinds by building 
more inventory, delivering more frequently, having multiple suppliers, and 
redesigning some processes. Some of the factors also seem to be stabilizing (supply 
chains) or even improving (freight costs). However, all mitigating efforts come at an 
additional cost causing lower margins. 
Another factor is the question of how these increased costs can be passed on to 
customers. Unlike the Biopharma sector, there has been little opportunity to 
increase prices in the Medtech sector in the past. In some subsectors, annual price 
reductions are the norm. While much is currently being done to pass on increased 
costs, even if this were successful, there would still be a time lag. 
Having said that, we think that with second quarter reporting these dynamics are 
now correctly incorporated into guidance and consensus numbers. 
 

The demand side 

More important than the cost side for stock performance will be the demand side, 
as it will ultimately determine whether the sector is truly recession-resistant or not. 
While many companies at the conference, especially in diagnostics, do not yet see 
any impact, we think it is prudent to assume that especially the consumer-facing 
areas (dental aesthetics and hearing aids), which are considered more deferrable, will 
see weaker demand as consumer sentiment deteriorates. In general, however, these 
sales will not be lost but deferred, which means that the recovery will also be faster 
for the now negatively impacted companies. 
Encouragingly, the situation in China seems to be improving and sales are 
recovering from the weak months of the recent period as lock-ups ease. 
 

The long-term impact of the COVID-19 pandemic 

For companies that have benefited from the COVID-19 pandemic (test and testing 
infrastructure), one of the most important questions has been how much revenue 
will remain in an endemic phase. The answer, of course, depends heavily on the 
future development of the disease. However, we had the impression that most 
companies are guiding conservatively and, in any case, it seems that the market is 
not attributing a lot of value to COVID-19 sales anymore. 
Interestingly, several companies said they believe the pandemic has permanently 
increased the growth rate for testing/diagnostics. On one hand, the capabilities, 
infrastructure and know-how are now much more developed than before the 
pandemic. On the other hand, consumers have become more health conscious and 
have also become accustomed to getting tested and even paying part of the cost 
out of pocket. And last but not least, the digital processes are now better established 
and can be adopted for other testing areas. Whether this theory will prove true and 
by how much the underlying growth rates will increase remains to be seen. One 
obvious area where we could see an increase in testing revenue would be in flu 
testing in Europe, which has been mainly a US market in the past. 
 

Bottom-line 

The Medtech sector has underperformed so far this year. While we believe the cost 
dynamics and impact on margins are well reflected in the numbers, the picture on 
the demand side is less clear. However, looking at valuations and listening to the 
management teams, we think that there are selectively attractive investment 
opportunities for the long-term investor at current levels.  
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This document has been issued through Kieger AG and is for distribution 
only under such circumstances as may be permitted by applicable law. 
This document is for information purposes only and does not constitute 
an offer. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. The 
details and opinions contained in this document are provided by Kieger 
without any guarantee or warranty and are for the recipient’s personal 
use only. All information and opinions contained in this document are 
subject to change without notice. This document may contain statements 
that constitute “forward looking statements”. A number of risks, 
uncertainties and other important factors could cause actual 
developments and results to differ materially from our expectations. Data 
source: Northen Trust / Factset 
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